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In this collection Todd Fuller draws us back to the endangered sounds memories made in the

moments of their creation, stored in the thread of words spun into the narrative arch of these poems,

FullerÂ¹s poetry restores us well into our disappearance.
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Todd Fuller's work deserves slow reading, but to be honest? I gulped down my first go-through. Like

water after drought, like champagne at a celebration, like the honey from sweet bees, his words

offer both comfort & stimulation. Fuller's images resonate of the tall grass prairies of Oklahoma, the

tribes with whom he works & lives. They sing with the rhythms of jazz, of chant, of heartbeats. The

title poem -- noting that it is after the mourned poet Ai -- is both still & sere: "I am/ The bullet and

flame/ That destroys silence"; "...I follow/ You on your powwow/ Highway and see your/ Bald tires."

The unexpected is not random in Fuller's work: it surprises like the pirouette of a two-year-old in "A

Cremation Story.." or the "ghost/ of Bear Bryant" in "Infrastructures." Whether you think you like

poetry or not, you can't help but be drawn in to Fuller's book. Buy it, read it, and then read it again.
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